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**Types of paper**

**Editorial:** These are manuscripts that are related to materials within an issue; they raise challenging questions or expose controversies. The editor solicits such opinion pieces. The order of the submitted manuscripts includes title page, integrated discussion, conflict of interest, acknowledgments (if applicable) and references. The text should be limited to 1,500 words of body text and 10 references. No figures or tables are included.

**Original article:** Original articles are papers containing results of basic and clinical investigations, which are sufficiently well documented to be acceptable to critical readers including the text of the manuscript, references, figures, figure legends, tables, and table footnotes. Papers should be structured into headed sections as follows: Title page, Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion, Conflicts of interest, Acknowledgments and References. Maximum length of manuscript is about 5,000 words of body text, excluding the abstract, references, figures, and tables. These articles are usually limited to 45 references and 6 figures or tables, and up to 10 printed pages.

**Case reports:** Case reports should provide new information that enhances our knowledge of the clinical aspects. In principle, case series of scientific and medical importance will be accepted. Case reports should not exceed 2,000 words and include no more than two supporting figures or tables and 20 references.

**Reviews and Perspectives (including Position Papers, Opinion Papers, Guidelines and Consensus Statements):** Reviews and Perspectives are usually solicited by the Editor-in-Chief and describe concise review on subjects of importance to medical researchers. Authors who wish to submit an unsolicited review or perspective should contact the Editor-in-Chief to determine the appropriateness of their review for publication. These articles are limited to 10,000 words of body text, excluding the abstract, references, figures, and tables. The Editors also suggest a limit of 100 references, no more than 10 figures up to 20 printed pages.

**Letters to the Editor:** Two styles of Letter to the Editor will be considered for publication: (1) Letters that reference an article published in 'Osteoporosis and Sarcopenia'. Letters are to be submitted online usually no more than 3 months after the date of the issue in which the related article appeared; (2) Discourse that sheds light on the understanding of the study on osteoporosis or sarcopenia. This should be structured as a letter to the Editor. Letters should be brief and contain no more than 500 words. All data presented in the letter must be fully citable and listed as a supporting reference.

Please ensure that you select the appropriate article type from the list of options when making your submission. Authors contributing to special issues should ensure that they select the special issue article type from this list.

**Ethics Policies**
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**Duplicate and secondary publication**

The papers already published to other scientific journals or periodicals are not considered for publication. The published paper to this journal should not be submitted to other scientific journal. Secondary publication is only possible when it is compatible to the Acceptable Secondary Publication policy suggested in the conditions of secondary publication of the ICMJE Recommendations (http://www.icmje.org/urm_main.html).
Human and animal rights
If the work involves the use of human subjects, the author should ensure that the work described has been carried out in accordance with experiments involving humans and animal experiments at http://ec.europa.eu/environment/chemicals/lab_animals/legislation_en.htm; Uniform Requirements for manuscripts submitted to Biomedical journals at http://www.icmje.org.

Data sharing statements for clinical trials
Clinical trials that begin enrolling participants on or after 1 January 2019 must include a data sharing plan in the trial's registration. The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE)'s policy regarding trial registration is explained at www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/publishing-and-editorial-issues/clinical-trial-registration.html. If the data sharing plan changes after registration this should be reflected in the statement submitted and published with the manuscript, and updated in the registry record.

Data sharing statements must indicate the following: whether individual deidentified participant data (including data dictionaries) will be shared; what data in particular will be shared; whether additional, related documents will be available (study protocol, statistical analysis plan, etc); when the data will become available and for how long; by what access criteria data will be shared (including with whom, for what types of analyses, and by what mechanism).

Conflict of interest
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Use of inclusive language
Inclusive language acknowledges diversity, conveys respect to all people, is sensitive to differences, and promotes equal opportunities. Articles should make no assumptions about the beliefs or commitments of any reader, should contain nothing which might imply that one individual is superior to another on the grounds of race, sex, culture or any other characteristic, and should use inclusive language throughout. Authors should ensure that writing is free from bias, for instance by using 'he or she', 'his/her' instead of 'he' or 'his', and by making use of job titles that are free of stereotyping (e.g. 'chairperson' instead of 'chairman' and 'flight attendant' instead of 'stewardess').

Authorship
All authors should have made substantial contributions to all of the following: (1) the conception and design of the study, or acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data, (2) drafting the article or revising it critically for important intellectual content, (3) final approval of the version to be published, and (4) agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that questions related to the accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are appropriately investigated and resolved.

Changes to authorship
Authors are expected to consider carefully the list and order of authors before submitting their manuscript and provide the definitive list of authors at the time of the original submission. Any addition, deletion or rearrangement of author names in the authorship list should be made only before
the manuscript has been accepted and only if approved by the journal Editor. To request such a change, the Editor must receive the following from the corresponding author: (a) the reason for the change in author list and (b) written confirmation (e-mail, letter) from all authors that they agree with the addition, removal or rearrangement. In the case of addition or removal of authors, this includes confirmation from the author being added or removed.

Open Access
Every peer-reviewed research article appearing in this journal will be published open access. This means that the article is universally and freely accessible via the internet in perpetuity, in an easily readable format immediately after publication. The author does not have any publication charges for open access. The Korean Society of Osteoporosis will pay to make the article open access.
A CC user license manages the reuse of the article (see https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/open-access-licenses). All articles will be published under the following license: Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial- NoDerivs (CC BY-NC-ND)
For non-commercial purposes, lets others distribute and copy the article, and to include in a collective work (such as an anthology), as long as they credit the author(s) and provided they do not alter or modify the article.

Language (usage and editing services)
Please write your text in good English (American English is accepted). Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing to eliminate possible grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English may wish to use the English Language Editing service at http://webshop.elsevier.com/languageservices/languagediting/ available from Elsevier's WebShop.

Preparation
Submission via online
Our online submission system guides you stepwise through the process of entering your article details and uploading your files. The system converts your article files to a single PDF file used in the peer-review process. Editable files (e.g., Word) are required to typeset your article for final publication. All correspondence, including notification of the Editor's decision and requests for revision, is sent by e-mail.

New submissions
Submission to this journal proceeds totally online and you will be guided stepwise through the creation and uploading of your files. The system automatically converts your files to a single PDF file, which is used in the peer-review process. It should contain high enough quality figures for refereeing. Please note that individual figure files larger than 10 MB must be uploaded separately.

Formatting requirements
All manuscripts must contain the essential elements needed to convey your manuscript, for example Abstract, Keywords, Introduction, Methods, Results, Conclusions, Artwork and Tables with Captions.

Cover letter
The cover letter should briefly outline the major findings of the study and the potential significance of these findings in the fields of bone and muscle research. Additionally, covering letter stating the material is not published previously, and will not be submitted for publication elsewhere, and stating conflicts of interest of all listed authors, if any.

Essential title page information
o Title. Concise and informative. Titles are often used in information-retrieval systems. Avoid abbreviations and formulae where possible.
o Running title. A short running title (fewer than 40 characters, including spaces) should also be provided in English.
o Author names and affiliations. Please clearly indicate the given name(s) and family name(s) of each author and check that all names are accurately spelled. Present the authors' affiliation addresses (where the actual work was done) below the names. Indicate all affiliations with a lowercase superscript letter immediately after the author's name and in front of the appropriate address. Provide the full postal address of each affiliation, including the country name and, the e-mail address of each author.
Corresponding author. Clearly indicate who will handle correspondence at all stages of refereeing and publication, also post-publication. Ensure that phone and fax numbers (with country and area code) are provided in addition to the e-mail address and the complete postal address. Contact details must be kept up to date by the corresponding author.

Present/permanent address. If an author has moved since the work described in the article was done, or was visiting at the time, a 'Present address' (or 'Permanent address') may be indicated as a footnote to that author's name. The address at which the author actually did the work must be retained as the main, affiliation address. Superscript Arabic numerals are used for such footnotes.

Abstract
Original articles must have a structured abstract that states the purpose, basic procedures, main findings and principal conclusions of the study in 250 words or fewer. Divide the abstract with the headings; (1) Objectives, (2) Methods, (3) Results, and (4) Conclusions. Review papers and case reports should have unstructured abstracts of less than 250 or 150 word, respectively.

Keywords
Immediately after the abstract, provide a maximum of 6 keywords, using American spelling and avoiding general and plural terms and multiple concepts (avoid, for example, and, of). Be sparing with abbreviations: only abbreviations firmly established in the field may be eligible. These keywords will be used for indexing purposes. For selecting keywords, refer to the Index Medicus Medical Subject Headings (National Library of Medicine (US). MeSH [Internet]. Available from: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh).

Introduction
State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate background, avoiding a detailed literature survey or a summary of the results.

Methods
Provide sufficient detail to allow the work to be reproduced. Methods already published should be indicated by a reference: only relevant modifications should be described. Clearly describe the selection of observational or experimental participants (healthy individuals or patients, including controls), including eligibility and exclusion criteria and a description of the source population. Because the relevance of such variables as age, sex, or ethnicity is not always known at the time of study design, researchers should aim for inclusion of representative populations into all study types and at a minimum provide descriptive data for these and other relevant demographic variables. Ensure correct use of the terms sex (when reporting biological factors) and gender (identity, psychosocial or cultural factors), and, unless inappropriate, report the sex and/or gender of study participants, the sex of animals or cells, and describe the methods used to determine sex and gender. If the study was done involving an exclusive population, for example in only one sex, authors should justify why, except in obvious cases (e.g., prostate cancer). Authors should define how they determined race or ethnicity and justify their relevance.

Results
Results should be clear and concise

Discussion
This should explore the significance of the results of the work, not repeat them. Avoid extensive citations and discussion of published literature.

Conclusions
The main conclusions of the study may be presented in a short Conclusions section.
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Collate acknowledgments in a separate section at the end of the article before the references and do not, therefore, include them on the title page, as a footnote to the title or otherwise. List here those individuals who provided help during the research (e.g., providing language help, writing assistance or proof reading the article, etc.).

Formatting of funding sources
List funding sources in standard way to facilitate compliance to funder's requirements:
**Database linking**
Elsevier encourages authors to connect articles with external databases, giving their readers one-click access to relevant databases (raw data) that help to build a better understanding of the described research. Please refer to relevant database identifiers using the following format in your article: Database: xxxx (e.g., TAIR: AT1G01020; CCDC: 734053; PDB: 1XFN). See https://www.elsevier.com/databaselinking for more information and a full list of supported databases.

**ORCID**
All co-authors are recommended to describe about their Open Researcher and Contributor ID (ORCID) numbers at the https://orcid.org/.

**Other general guideline for manuscript**

**Units**
System International (SI) units must be used with the exception of blood pressure, which are to be reported in mmHg. Please use the metric system for length, area, mass and volume. There should be a space between the numerals and the unit symbol. When indicating time, the 24 hour system should be used.

**Footnotes**
Footnotes should be used sparingly. Number them consecutively throughout the article. Many word processors can build footnotes into the text, and this feature may be used. Otherwise, please indicate the position of footnotes in the text and list the footnotes themselves separately at the end of the article. Do not include footnotes in the Reference list.

**Electronic artwork**

*General points*
- Make sure you use uniform lettering and sizing of your original artwork.
- Embed the used fonts if the application provides that option.
- Aim to use the following fonts in your illustrations: Arial, Courier, Times New Roman, Symbol, or use fonts that look similar.
- Number the illustrations according to their sequence in the text.
- Use a logical naming convention for your artwork files.
- Provide captions to illustrations separately.
- Size the illustrations close to the desired dimensions of the published version.
- Submit each illustration as a separate file.

A detailed guide on electronic artwork https://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions is available.

*Formats*
If your electronic artwork is created in a Microsoft Office application (Word, PowerPoint, Excel) then please supply as is in the native document format.

*Color artwork*
Please make sure that artwork files are in an acceptable format (TIFF (or JPEG), EPS (or PDF) or MS Office files) and with the correct resolution. If, together with your accepted article, you submit usable color figures then Elsevier will ensure, at no additional charge, that these figures will appear in color online (e.g., ScienceDirect and other sites) in addition to color reproduction in print. Further information on the preparation of electronic artwork https://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions.

Please note: Because of technical complications that can arise by converting color figures to ‘gray scale’ (for the printed version should you not opt for color in print) please submit in addition usable black and white versions of all the color illustrations.

*Tables*
Please submit tables as editable text and not as images. Tables can be placed on separate page(s) at the end. Number tables consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text and place any table notes below the table body. Be sparing in the use of tables and ensure that the data presented in them do not duplicate results described elsewhere in the article. Please avoid using vertical rules and shading in table cells.

*References*
Citation in text
Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is also present in the reference list (and vice versa). Unpublished results and personal communications are not recommended in the reference list, but may be mentioned in the text. Citation of a reference as in press implies that the item has been accepted for publication.

Reference links
Increased discoverability of research and high quality peer review are ensured by online links to the sources cited. In order to allow us to create links to abstracting and indexing services, such as Scopus, CrossRef and PubMed, please ensure that data provided in the references are correct. Please note that incorrect surnames, journal/book titles, publication year and pagination may prevent link creation. When copying references, please be careful as they may already contain errors.

Web references
As a minimum, the full URL should be given and the date when the reference was last accessed. Any further information, if known (DOI, author names, dates, reference to a source publication, etc.), should also be given. Web references can be listed separately (e.g., after the reference list) under a different heading if desired, or can be included in the reference list.

Reference formatting
References should be in the Vancouver style or format, especially end-reference list should be written on the basis of National Library Medicine - Citing Medicine (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/citingmedicine). Where applicable, author(s) name(s), journal title/book title, chapter title/article title, year of publication, volume number/book chapter and the pagination must be present.

Reference style
In-text:
When using the Vancouver style in-text: (1) Write the reference with an Arabic number in square brackets after the citation. (2) If you cite several sources in one sentence, cite them as [1-3] to refer to sources 1, 2 and 3 and [1-3,6] to refer to sources 1, 2, 3, and 6.

End-reference list:
When writing a reference list (end-reference) in Vancouver style: (1) Number all references. (2) Arrange your list in the order in which the references appear in your text. (3) If there are more than 6 authors, list the first 6 authors followed by "et al.", (4) Use official abbreviations for titles of journals (if available). End-reference style follows the NLM citing medicine, but in some cases apply the in-house style.

Please refer to reference samples below.

Examples:
Reference to a journal publication:
1) Journal article with equal or less than six authors
2) Journal article with more than six authors
3) Book with a single author
4) Chapter in a multi-authored book with editors
5) Conference/meeting presentation
Morrow GR, Ryan JL, Kohli S. Modafinil for persistent posttreatment fatigue: an open label study of 82 women with breast cancer. MASCC international symposia 2006, Abstract 11-070. 6) Internet or electronic resource
Video data
Elsevier accepts video material and animation sequences to support and enhance your scientific research. Authors who have video or animation files that they wish to submit with their article are strongly encouraged to include links to these within the body of the article. This can be done in the same way as a figure or table by referring to the video or animation content and noting in the body text where it should be placed. All submitted files should be properly labeled so that they directly relate to the video file’s content. In order to ensure that your video or animation material is directly usable, please provide the files in one of our recommended file formats with a preferred maximum size of 50 MB. Video and animation files supplied will be published online in the electronic version of your article in Elsevier Web products, including ScienceDirect http://www.sciencedirect.com. Please supply 'stills' with your files: you can choose any frame from the video or animation or make a separate image. These will be used instead of standard icons and will personalize the link to your video data. For more detailed instructions please visit our video instruction pages https://www.elsevier.com/artworkinstructions. Note: since video and animation cannot be embedded in the print version of the journal, please provide text for both the electronic and the print version for the portions of the article that refer to this content.

Supplementary materials
Supplementary materials such as applications, images and sound clips, are usually not included in the printed journal, but can be published online with your article to enhance it. Submitted supplementary items are published exactly as they are received (Excel or PowerPoint files will appear as such online). Please submit your material together with the article and supply a concise, descriptive caption for each supplementary file. If you wish to make changes to supplementary material during any stage of the process, please make sure to provide an updated file. Do not annotate any corrections on a previous version. Please switch off the Track Changes option in Microsoft Office files as these will appear in the published version.
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o Full postal address
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o References are in the correct format for this journal
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o Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted material from other sources (including the Internet)
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o Printed version of figures (if applicable) in color or black-and-white
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Peer review
This journal operates a single blind review process. All contributions are sent to a minimum of two independent expert reviewers to assess the scientific quality of the paper. The Editor is responsible for the final decision regarding acceptance or rejection of articles.
**Online proof correction**
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We will do everything possible to get your article published quickly and accurately. Please use this proof only for checking the typesetting, editing, completeness and correctness of the text, tables and figures. Significant changes to the article as accepted for publication will only be considered at this stage with permission from the Editor. It is important to ensure that all corrections are sent back to us in one communication. Please check carefully before replying, as inclusion of any subsequent corrections cannot be guaranteed. Proofreading is solely your responsibility.
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